
 

 

Human Service Transportation Plan (HSTP) Region 8 
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2017 

Time: 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Place: SAIL 
 2449 East Federal Drive 
 Decatur 
Members Present: Technical: Lyla McGuire (Proxy), Drew Bargmann, Jennifer Moore (Proxy), Mike Brown, 
Kaycie Sanders, Amy Brown, Joe Rasmussen, Brad Parks, Patrick Harness, David Fiscus (Proxy), Alissa Dozier, Paul 
Cook, Jermaine Raymer, Eileen Sierra-Brown, Michelle Keller (Proxy), Kathy Readnour (Proxy), Laura Dick,  Emily 
Dobson 
Policy: Michelle Keller (Proxy), Luke Parr, Bill Wagoner, Jay Dunn (Proxy), Roger Glazebrook, Ray Spencer, Barbara 
Bennett, Jerry Prideaux 
Members Absent: Larry Fisher, Amanda Hyde, Ken Polky, Lynette Ashmore, Debra King, Diane Michaels, Harley 
Bennet, Kelly Lockhart, Tom Hettinger, Gary Minich, Al Manint 
Staff Present: Zoe Keller, Debbie Peterik 

Others Present: Ed Heflin 

MEETING MINUTES 

I. Call to Order – The meeting was called to order at 10:12 a.m. 
II. Roll Call – Ms. Keller took the roll and a quorum was declared present. 
III. Approval of Agenda – 

Technical: Mr. Raymer approved the agenda as presented. Ms. Sierra-Brown seconded the motion. The motion 
carried unanimously. Policy: Mr. Spencer approved the agenda as presented. Mr. Glazebrook seconded the 
motion. The motion carried unanimously. 

IV. Approval of Minutes – 
Technical: Ms. Moore motioned to approve the HSTP minutes from the December 8, 2016 meeting. Mr. Brown 
seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously. Policy: Mr. Glazebrook motioned to approve the HSTP 
minutes from the December 8, 2016 meeting. Ms. Bennett seconded the motion. The motion carried 
unanimously. 

V. New Business 
A. Guest Speaker – Rich Adams, SAIL Visual Services Advocate –  

Mr. Adams told the committee that he has been blind all his life and has been using public transportation 
since he was ten years old. Since the state has been closing down many of the facilities and services, 
people come from all areas to the SAIL facility. The obstacle people face is getting transportation from 
where they live to the SAIL facility and back home. The schedule is too tight to travel when they have to 
make the return trip in a short period. In addition, Mr. Adams commented that the transit services that are 



 

on contract ask the seniors for data such as medical data and names of their doctors. However, SAIL is not 
allowed to give that information out due to the HIPAA Privacy Act. This makes it difficult for seniors and 
disable persons to take the trips that they would like to take. He also suggested that if a charter bus were 
made available to them, they would have more opportunities to get out and do things. The seniors and 
disabled people are willing to pay money to go places, but people on fixed income cannot pay $10-15 
round trip for a place that is five minutes away and back. If the transit systems have government 
contracts, Mr. Adams pointed out that perhaps the fares could be reduced for riders on fixed income. 
Transportation helps the disabled/senior to maintain and increase their independence. 
 

B. 2017 CVP Applications – 
Ms. Keller discussed the following deadlines to complete the CVP Application process: 

• May 1 is the deadline for Ms. Keller to review the material prior to submission to IDOT. 
• May 31 is the deadline for the Application to be emailed to Mike Healy. 
• June 30 is the deadline for submission of all of the support documentation to Mike Healy. 

 
C. Region 8 HSTP Update Timeline – 

Ms. Keller discussed the timeline of the Region 8 HSTP Plan: 
• Ms. Keller will be completing the updates to the plan during the months of March and April. 
• The draft of the 2017 Region 8 Human Services Plan will be sent to all committee members during 

the period mid to late April. A public comment period will also be held at that time. Ms. Keller will 
then collect all comments, make necessary changes and a final draft will be sent to committee 
members prior to the June meeting in order for the plan to be approved by the committee at the 
meeting. 

• Once the Region 8 Human Services Plan is approved, Ms. Keller will be collecting calendar year 
data for the Annual Report Card. The data will be due during the months of January and February 
2018. Ms. Keller will be analyzing the data during the months of February and March to put into 
the Annual Report Card. The report card allows the committee to assess the progress the 
committee has made toward the goals that have been created. 
 

D. Region 8 Demographics – 
A handout was provided that shows a sample of the demographics that will be included in the Region 8 
HSTP Plan. The plan will include a table showing the percentages by county and region of each of the 
target populations, which are older adults, persons with disabilities, low income, and zero vehicle 
households. In addition, there will be a map of the senior population in blocks through the ACS data. The 
committee members made the following comments: 

Ms. Brown suggested that the urbanized area be included due to the volume of traffic in the urbanized 
areas. Ms. Keller commented that in the demographic section of the plan, the focus would be on the rural 
areas and the trip generators where more of the urbanized area rural connections are located. Trip 
generators and employers are figured in for the urbanized areas in those portions of the plan. 

Ms. Sierra-Brown suggested adding the county seat to the map. 



 

Ms. Brown asked about the difference between the map presented and the map for ECIAAA. Ms. Keller 
commented that the ECIAAA covered four additional counties. Mr. Harness commented that the map Ms. 
Keller provided does not have McLean County. Ms. Keller will send out a PDF of the map to the committee 
members. 

E. Region 8 Long-Term Goals – 
Ms. Keller commented that at the December meeting, three to five year short-term goals were discussed 
among the committee members. These goals will allow the committee to work toward the core purpose of 
HSTP to make services more convenient, more accessible, and increase general awareness and 
coordination. The following five to eight year goals were discussed: 
 

1. Additional stakeholder representation as technical committee members: 
Ms. Keller suggested that recruiting more stakeholders into the technical committee would 
provide an increase in audience, make people more aware of what is going on and allow for 
more coordination between the 5311 and 5310 agencies. She encouraged the committee to 
let her know of any leads they may have for additional technical committee members. 
Currently, representation is needed in Dewitt County and Edgar County. HRC and Pace cover 
Edgar County at this time. Ms. Sierra-Brown will email names of recommendations for Clark 
and Edgar counties. 
 

2. County-specific transportation advisory groups: 
The county representatives currently on the committee discussed the oversight from the 
county and their awareness of services available, and the fact that there is not a countywide 
transportation advisory group in all counties. Ms. Keller has found working Champaign County 
RTAG and the Macon County groups to be informative. In most cases, county government is 
key for the public transportation providers, and they should be kept informed of what is going 
on in the transit world.  

Ms. Sierra-Brown suggested to the committee that if the county does not have an advisory 
group, they should ask that a request to establish an advisory group be added to the county 
board meeting agenda. This would allow them to find members to be nominated to begin the 
process. 

Ms. Moore commented that in her county they have advisory groups.  She invites 
representatives from senior centers and different service industries to the advisory group 
meetings. In addition, she has invited transit riders to attend. This allows the group to get 
information on what is available and what groups they can contact. Ms. Sierra-Brown 
commented that Piattran nominated two of their riders to their board. 

Ms. Dick commented that they have groups in all of their counties. Every county is unique. In 
some counties, they meet with the Human Services Council because they are the most vibrant 
group. They have been flexible with what the counties wanted. She has found that it does not 
matter whether the group is structured or not, it gets their input to the regional level. 



 

Ms. Brown asked Ms. Keller what she was thinking about the counties that already have their 
own Mass Transit District; they are not part of the county board. In Vermilion County, they 
have three mechanisms for transit. Vermilion County is involved in the Danville Area 
Transportation MPO. There are two different human service councils that include transit on 
their agenda. There are consumers that do attend those meetings. 

It was agreed that the goal should remain in the plan. It was also suggested that it would be 
helpful to the committee if people like Mr. Adams come in and talk about their transportation 
issues or suggestions. 

3. One-call/one-click center: 
Ms. Keller commented that the one-call/one-click center goal was in the old plan. However, if 
any funding is received, rather than spending it on this program, it might be better spent on 
something else that will help to continue providing the best service to our consumers. The 
committee members had the following comments:  

Ms. Dick thought the focus should be to keep basic services going. This goal is not a big 
priority. 

Ms. Dobson commented that so many of our consumers are senior citizens and they are more 
comfortable with building a relationship with the transit system than using a one-call/one-click 
center. 

Ms. Moore commented that she would rather have her dispatcher coordinate a ride for a 
customer than have that customer have to call three different places to set up their 
transportation. 

Mr. Harness commented that the HSTP group already functions as an information and referral 
to each other.  

Technology was a major part of the discussion. Ms. Brown commented that this is the age of 
technology, and the agencies should stay in front of technology, at least in the studying stage. 
She used Uber as an example; Uber is competition, and will have public participation in the 
future. Other consumers will want to use an app on their phone. Ms. Dick agreed with Ms. 
Brown, however, she commented that each agency should be looking at that individually. 
Some agencies might want to make their website interactive so those who are technological 
can make reservations. Ms. Brown further commented that someone would eventually create 
a “tap with an app” to arrange a ride. Mr. Raymer commented that every day, more seniors are 
walking in at Pace with smart phones and tablets. Ms. Brown discussed a service that helps 
seniors with rides. The company has a contract with Uber where the customer can call for a 
ride. 

4. Buddy Program, passenger assistant/aide program or training programs about how to use 
transportation systems: 



 

Ms. Moore commented that she can get in-kind for volunteers to ride along to help people with 
bags; someone to ride along with a dialysis rider, especially if they are going a long distance 
and could alert the driver should something happen with the rider. Ms. Moore has also 
contacted teachers to recruit seniors in high schools that are required to have a certain 
number of community service hours, to ride the bus with younger children. She also has a 
WOIA program through CEFS that will pay a high school student to ride along with a child on 
the bus who is in grade school. 
 
Ms. Sierra-Brown commented that Faith in Action sometimes provides volunteers when 
needed. 
  
Ms. Keller commented that she would look into grant funding for the Buddy Program to apply 
for and distribute funds among the agencies.  
 

5. Joint Purchasing for common goods: 
This goal has not been mentioned in HSTP meetings, but it has been mentioned in a previous 
plan. Ms. Keller asked Mr. Heflin if he had any advice on joint purchasing. Ms. Keller felt that 
there was a benefit to doing joint procurement. He indicated that he had not seen any joint 
purchasing in the state, and inquired if the joint purchasing would be through IDOT. Ms. Keller 
believed the plan referenced inter-agency procurement. Ms. Sierra-Brown suggested liability 
insurance, ITS System and fuel as some items that could be used for joint purchasing. 
However, it was never specified what to purchase. She further commented that it might not be 
feasible at the regional level; may only be feasible at the county level or at the state level 
because of procurement requirements, that maybe the goal should be removed all together. 
 

6. Vehicle Sharing: 
Ms. Sierra-Brown suggested combining van pools with vehicle sharing as a goal. Ms. Moore 
inquired if that was like their facility leasing a bus from Moultrie County Beacon. Ms. Keller 
commented that vehicle sharing has occurred where 5311 agencies have some extra vehicles 
that they might not use on off-peak times. 
 
Mr. Parks commented that he was not sure how the vehicle sharing could even be 
accomplished. As an example, if an agency uses their vehicle 35 hours a week, another agency 
used the vehicle to run a trip and the air conditioner goes out. The question would be which 
agency would be liable for the repair. How can we divvy up the costs in a fair and honest way? 
There are so many issues that happen with vehicles such as oil changes, and tire rotations. 
Ms. Keller commented that maintenance of vehicles is taken care of in the cost allocation 
plan. For instance, Champaign County has a county fleet, and when she uses the vehicle for 
her department, we pay a proportion of the maintenance fees. It has proven to work on small 
scales. Ms. Brown thought it would be helpful to have a statement from IDOT on what their 
position is on vehicle sharing. 



 

 
Mr. Harness commented that sometime the funding restricts who can use the vehicle. It might 
be helpful to have someone that has been doing a successful vehicle sharing program present 
to the committee to provide insight on what some of the hurdles are vehicle sharing. Ms. 
Keller suggested holding a workshop with a few of the agencies that are taking part in a 
vehicle sharing program. 
 
Mr. Heflin commented that ride sharing might be easier than vehicle sharing. The Coordinating 
Council on Access and Mobility has reconvened at the federal level.  About 10 years ago 
before they quit meeting, the council had clarified that it was never the intent of the federal 
agency that when vehicles were issued to a certain agency, they were strictly for the use of 
agency clients. The Illinois Department on Aging has actually issued policy clarification that 
anyone can ride on the vehicles if there are empty seats. The Senior Center is allowed to 
charge anyone a fare to ride on that vehicle. On a state level, the Coordinating Committee on 
Transportation, which has been dormant, will probably be reconvening. They will be having a 
meeting with Secretary of Transportation Blankenhorn and Lt. Governor Sanguinetti to get the 
state coordination back up and running. This could lead to clarification on some of the policies 
that are taken for granted. 
 

7. Sensitivity and Accountability Trainings: 
Ms. Keller commented that training does not have to necessarily be listed as a goal in the plan, 
but riders would benefit from the drivers and dispatchers having the additional training. Mr. 
Prideaux suggested that possibility this should be a short-term goal. Ms. Brown commented 
that she would like to see the training as a long-term goal. She would like to be able to provide 
training to her drivers through webinars. Her suggestion is to have a website that has many 
trainings available to the drivers so that their hours could be counted and they could be 
certified. Ms. Keller suggested sharing recordings of trainings within each agency. Mr. Cook 
also suggested logging how much time is spend in training and to break up the training into 
sections.  
 
Ms. Brown suggested training should be made available ASAP. Ms. Keller stated that the goal 
would be worded to include all types of training, recording of sessions and publish the training 
to be used by all agencies, and to be incorporated in the HSTP plan as a short-term goal. Ms. 
Moore commented that having the training all in one place would be a consistent method. Ms. 
Keller commented that she would be looking into what the requirements would be, how often a 
refresher course would be required, and the requirement of sign in sheets. 
 

8. Identification and feasibility of high-demand areas that might be best served by a deviated 
fixed route: 
Ms. Moore commented that CIPT is working with Taylorville to coordinate rides through 
Springfield Mass Transit. CIPT is able to provide rides to Springfield and Springfield Mass 



 

Transit takes the consumers where they need to go and then Taylorville transports them back.  
CIPT is also currently working with City Council and County to set up a fixed route in 
Effingham County. 
 
Mr. Harness commented that the Senior Task Force is the trusted resource for their clients. By 
making sure they are knowledgeable, the odds are increased that one of their clients will use 
the service.  
 

F. Consumer Surveys –  
The goal is 1500 surveys per year across the region, which include major employers and unemployment 
offices, senior centers, public transit providers and human service providers. Ms. Keller stated that Mr. 
Fisher from CCAR Industries had commented at the last meeting that most of the agencies represented in 
the HSTP are already required to do surveys for another regulatory body. It was discussed maybe having 
five or six questions that need to be asked for the purposes of the HSTP data collection and annual report 
card be lumped in with the current survey. Information such as age or disability status are already part of 
the surveys. The following information is vital to producing the annual HSTP report card: 

• Trip purpose 
• Obstacles or barriers to using transportation 
• Overall satisfaction with transportation 
• Unmet needs 
• Age 
• Disability status 

 
G. Data Collection for HSTP Report Card 

Ms. Kelller commented that the data would be due to her in January/February of each year to keep 
consistent across all agencies. A data collection spreadsheet will be sent to all agencies requesting the 
data she needs to accomplish the goals and objectives of the HSTP plan. 
 

VI. Committee Announcements – 
None  

VII. Audience Participation – 
None  

VIII. Adjournment –  
There being no further business, Ms. Moore of the Technical Committee made a motion to adjourn the 
meeting. Mr. Harness seconded. Mr. Spencer of the Policy Committee made a motion to adjourn the 
meeting. Ms. Bennett seconded. Upon vote, the motion carried unanimously. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:00 p.m.  
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